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Abstract. We have derived isotopic fractions of europium (Eu), samarium (Sm), and neodymium (Nd) in two metal-poor 
giants with differing neutron-capture nucleosynthetic histories. These isotopic fractions were measured from new very high 
resolution {R -̂  120,000), high signal-to-noise (S/N-^ 160 — 1000) spectra obtained with the 2dCoude spectrograph of 
McDonald Observatory's 2.7 m Smith telescope. Synthetic spectra were generated using recent high-precision laboratory 
measurements of hyperfine and isotopic subcomponents of several transitions of these elements and matched quantitatively to 
the observed spectra. We interpret our isotopic fractions by the nucleosynthesis predictions of the stellar model, which models 
5-process nucleosynthesis in the physical conditions expected in a low-mass, thermally-pulsing star on the AGB, and the 
classical method, which assumes that 5-process nucleosynthesis can be approximated by a steady neutron flux impinging upon 
Fe-peak seed nuclei. These two approaches predict the relative contributions to the Solar System w-capture abundances from 
the s- and r-processes and, by extension, the relative contributions of these two process to material in metal-poor stars. Our Eu 
isotopic fraction in HD 175305 is consistent with an r-process origin by the classical method and is consistent with both an 
r-process and 5-process origin by the stellar model. Our Sm isotopic fraction in HD 175305 is consistent with a predominantly 
r-process origin by both methods, and our Sm isotopic fraction in HD 196944 is consistent with a pure ^-process origin by 
both methods as well. Our Nd isotopic fractions in both stars are consistent with either r-process and ^-process origins by both 
methods. The Eu and Sm isotopic fraction estimates argue for an r-process origin for the rare-earth elements in HD 175305 
and an ^-process origin for them in HD 196944, in excellent agreement with previous studies of the elemental abundance 
distributions in these stars. This study for the first time extends the w-capture origin of multiple rare earths in metal-poor stars 
from elemental abundances to the isotopic level, strengthening the r-process interpretation for HD 175305 and the ̂ -process 
interpretation for HD 196944. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nuclides with Z > 30 are produced by stars through ei
ther the rapid (r)-process or the slow (5)-process. Two 
methods can be used to decompose the Solar System 
(S. S.) isotopic abundances into their constituent s- and 
r-process origins—^the "standard" or "classical" method 
[e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4] and the "stellar" model [5]. The classi
cal method is model-independent, but it assumes an em
pirical, smoothly-varying relationship for the abundance 
curve and ignores details of the nuclear physics. The stel
lar method does not depend on knowledge of the S. S. 
abundance distribution, but is heavily dependent on nu
clear physics laboratory measurements and complex stel
lar asymptotic giant branch (AGB) model calculations. 
Isotopic abundances should be more fundamental indi
cators of neutron («)-capture nucleosynthesis than ele
mental abundances because they can directly confront 
r-process and 5-process predictions without the smearing 

effect of multiple isotopes. The wavelength of a spectral 
hue is split by two effects, hyperfine structure (HFS) and 
isotope shifts, and the isotopic fractions can be measured 
by detailed comparisons of an observed absorption hue 
profile to synthetic spectra of these fine substructures. A 
handful of previous studies have quantitatively examined 
the isotopic abundances of Ba [6, 7, 8] and Eu [9, 10, 11] 
in metal-poor stars, and recently Sm has been qualita
tively investigated as well [12]; no measurements of the 
Nd isotopic fraction have been made outside of the S. S., 
and no study has yet attempted to measure isotopic frac
tions of multiple w-capture elements in the same star. 

OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS 

We choose two bright, well-studied, metal-poor giants 
for our analysis, HD 175305 and HD 196944. The 
elemental abundance distributions of HD 175305 and 
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HD 196944 suggest an r-process and an 5-process ori
gin, respectively. We acquired new observations of these 
stars using the 2dCoude cross-dispersed echelle spectro
graph on the 2.7 m Harlan J. Smith Telescope at the W. J. 
McDonald Observatory. Our data have FWHM resolving 
powers R - 120,000, covering 4120 < A < 5890A in 
HD 175305 and 4200 < A <6640A in HD 196944; how
ever, even when using multiple grating settings our wave
length coverage is still incomplete within these ranges. 
Image processing, order extraction, and wavelength cal
ibration were performed using standard IRAF packages. 
Our final S/N values (per pixel) range from r^ 160 at 
4130A to - 330 at 5100A in HD 175305 and - 160 at 
4200A to - 400 at 5000A in HD 196944. 

We re-derive atmospheric parameters for our stars 
that are in good agreement with many previous stud
ies (7;if/log(g)/[Fe/H]/vf = 4870/2.15/-1.60/1.2 for 
HD 175305 and 5170/1.80/-2.46/1.7 for HD 196944). 
We collect the isotopes of Nd (7 naturally-occurring 
isotopes), Sm (7 isotopes), and Eu (2 isotopes) into 
the isotopic fractions shown in Tab. 1. Eu HFS and 
isotope shifts are taken from previous studies [13, 14]. 
We compute the full HFS and isotope shift patterns for 
Nd and Sm using the recent laboratory measurements 
[Nd: 15, 16] and [Sm: 12, 17, 18]. Synthetic spectra are 
computed with the LTE spectrum analysis code MOOG 
[19]. 

The isotopic fractions can be measured by using three 
methods. First, the shape of the synthetic line profile 
can be compared with the observations using a x^ fit
ting algorithm; this method proved most useful for the 
Eu and Sm fines. Second, the absolute wavelengths of 
the observed and synthetic spectra can by matched us
ing wavelength standard Fe i [20, 21] and Ti ii [22, 23] 
lines, and then the peak wavelength of the rare-earth line 
of interest can be measured. When matching multiple 
(i.e., 1-6) wavelength standards in the same echeUe or
der, the scatter in our measured wavelength offsets neces
sary to ensure the matching of each fine is '-̂  5 mA, mucfi 
greater tfian anticipated and not precise enougfi to en
able tfie isotopic fraction to be measured. Unable to iden
tify and quantify tfie source of tfie discrepancy between 
our wavelengtfi standards, we are unable to proceed witfi 
confidence by tfiis metfiod of analysis. Tfie tfiird metfiod 
matcfies tfie observed and syntfietic spectra of eacfi line 
by using tfie point in tfie syntfietic spectrum tfiat is insen
sitive to tfie s- or r-process mix; tfiis metfiod is tfie only 
way we fiave been able to reliably assess tfie Nd isotopic 
fraction. 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

In HD 175305, our Sm isotopic fraction /152+154 = 
0.51 ± 0.08, measured from profile fits to tfie 4424 and 

HD 176306 

[Sm/Fe] = +0.60 
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FIGURE 1. Our synthesis of the Sm II 4604A hne in 
HD 175305. The observed spectrum is indicated by open 
squares. In panel a, we show an (O — C) plot for the pure-5-
and pure-r-process syntheses shown in panel b. The unshaded 
region indicates the wavelengths over which we measure the 
isotopic fraction using the x^ algorithm. In panel b, we show 
syntheses for the pure-5- and pure-r-process syntheses (the dot-
dashed and short-dashed curves, respectively) illustrating the 
contrast between these extremes. In panel c, we show the syn
thesis of our best fit, represented by the solid curve, and the 
3(7 uncertainties, represented by the dotted curves. The long-
dashed curve is a synthesis with no Sm present, indicating the 
presence of blending features. The vertical sticks represent the 
positions and relative strengths of the individual hyperfine com
ponents; solid sticks represent the two heaviest isotopes, while 
dashed sticks represent the lighter five isotopes. We measure 
a Sm isotopic fraction of/152+154 = 0.50^QJ5 from this line, 
which suggests an r-process origin. 

4604A lines (see Fig. 1), suggests an r-process origin. 
It is tempting to surmise tfiat our Nd isotopic fraction, 
/142+144 = 0.21^0 21' derived from tfiree lines, is sug
gestive of an r-process origin, but tfie large uncertainty 
cannot exclude an 5-process origin. Our Eu isotopic frac
tion, /i5i = 0.50 ± 0.04, derived from only tfie 4129A 
fine and sfiown to be a reasonable matcfi for tfie 4205 and 
443 5A fines, impfies an r-process origin by tfie classi
cal metfiod predictions but excludes neitfier a pure-5- nor 
a pure-r-process origin by tfie stellar model predictions. 
Our isotopic fractions in HD 175305 suggest a nucle-
osyntfietic fiistory primarily dominated by tfie r-process. 
Tfie agreement between tfie elemental and isotopic abun
dance distributions in HD 175305 add to tfie preponder
ance of evidence (e.g., tfie growing number of r-process-
enfianced stars tfiat conform to tfie scaled-S. S. r-process 
elemental abundance distribution) tfiat supports tfie fiy-
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TABLE 1. Isotope Mixes for Pure s- and r-process Material and Measured Isotopic Fractions 

Species 

Nd: /i42+144 = 

Sm: /i52+l54 = 
Eu: / i5 i = 

Stellar Model 

5-only r-only 

0.67 
0.21 
0.54 

0.32 
0.64 
0.47 

Classical Method 

5-only r-only 

0.69 
0.20 
0.04 

0.27 
0.64 
0.47 

s. s. 
0.510 
0.495 
0.478 

HD 175305 

Q 21+0.56 
^•^ -0.21 

0.51±0.08 
0.50±0.04 

HD 196944 

0 36+°-*̂ "̂  
0.35±0.14 

1 
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FIGURE 2. A summary of our best isotopic fraction mea
surements for each species. The Nd isotopic fractions reported 
here were measured by the method of matching the observed 
and synthetic spectra at the point of insensitivity to the isotopic 
mix. The Sm and Eu isotopic fractions were measured by fit
ting the shape of the line profile. Squares represent measure
ments in HD 175305, while circles represent measurements in 
HD 196944. The dotted line and dashed line represent the pure-
s- and pure-r-process stellar model predictions. 

pothesis of a universal r-process mechanism for elements 
wi thZ>56. 

In HD 196944, our measured Sm isotopic fraction, 
/i52+i54 = 0-35 ± 0.14, is suggestive of an^-process ori
gin. Our Nd isotopic fraction, fuj+iu = 0-36+Q jg can 
exclude no possible values of the isotopic mix. The in
terpretation for the Sm is consistent with the 5-process 
elemental abundance signatures and radial velocity vari
ations observed for this star [24]. Our best measurements 
for each species are summarized in Fig. 2 and Tab. 1 for 
bothHD 175305 andHD 196944. 
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